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Approximate Output Processes in Hidden-User
Packet Radio Systems
user configurations by use of an approach different from
[ 141.
Our method is based on the modeling of packet transmission
or not)
activity ateachuserasatwo-state(transmitting
alternating renewal process. In our models, we assume that
eachuserhaspacketsreadyfortransmissionatalltimes
(heavy-traffic assumption). Also, the transmission protocol is
assumed to be memoryless in the sense that whenever a user
experiencesanidle(nontransmitting)period,herenewshis
action regardless of the past happenings. Now,
let US define
the two alternating states in channel. The transmission state
in channel is the state where at least one user
is transmitting or
any transmission is being sensed. Also, the channel idle state
is defined as the state where no users are transmitting
or no
I. INTRODUCTION
transmissions are being sensed. Thus, the channel state also
N [ 121, we conducted an exact stochastic analysisof packet alternates between the transmission and idle periods. (There
interdeparture times (i.e., intervals between two consecutivecan be twoconsecutivetransmissionperiodswithanidle
successful transmissions) for several channel access protocols period of duration 0 between them.)
A transmission period is
successful if there are no other
in packetbroadcastingsystems.Channelaccessprotocols
transmissions
heard
at
the
intended
receiver
during
the
whichwecalled
memoryless protocols, suchasslotted
(protocol-dependent)
vulnerable
period.
Exact
analysis
is
ALOHA[9],pureALOHA
[ 11, andslottedandunslotted
nonpersistent carrier-sense-multiple-access (CSMA) [7], [131, possibleforthestochasticpropertyofthedurationsofthe
channelidleperiodandasuccessfultransmissionperiod.
werestudiedtofindexplicitlythedistributionsofpacket
However, to analyze the duration
of an unsuccessful transmisinterdeparture times. (The reciprocal of the mean interdeparof our main sion period, an approximation using the theory of superpositure
time
is the
channel
throughput,
one
renewal
processes
is
applied.
This
performance measures.) In our earlier treatment of CSMA, i t t i o n of independent
was assumed that every user is in line of sight of all others so treatment involves a twofold approximation: i) we treat each
user’stransmissionprocessasindependentwithaproperly
that anytransmissioncanbeheard(afterafinitesignal
propagationdelay)
by allparties(i.e.,a
fully-connected reduced transmission rate (whereas, in fact, two CSMA users
in line of sight of each other behave dependently);ii) we treat
configuration).Regulationoftransmission
by listeningto
consecutive interevent timesin a superposed process asif they
of CSMA, and it is that
othertransmissionsistheessense
in
which achieves a high throughput (as long as the propagation wereindependentandidenticallydistributed(whereas
reality they are not). The validationof our approximation will
delay is small compared to the packet transmission time).
However, in applying CSMA to ground-based packet radio be provided by comparing the results with simulation.
We assume the existenceof a single receiving station which
communicationsystems for apopulation of geographically
[6], there
are
many is in line of sight of all users (single-hop systems). We now
distributed
users,
such
as
PRNET
situations in which some users cannot hear transmissions from realize a spectrum of hiddenness rangingfromALOHA
tofully-connectedCSMA(completely
of (completelyhidden)
certain other users; this is possibly because they are out
in
transmission range of each otheror because they are separated visible) and the partially hidden configuration of CSMA
between. Our approach makes it possible for the solution to
by somephysicalobstacles(e.g.,mountains)blockingthe
signal. Such a situation, called thehidden-terminal problem, range smoothly over all degrees of hiddenness, as opposed to
was analyzed by Tobagi and Kleinrock
[131, [ 141 and a serious theonein[14]where,forexample,theexpressionforthe
channel throughput in the limit of fully-connected CSMA
(in a
throughput degradation was shown to exist. This is because
zero propagation delay, infinite population
model)doesnot
hiddenusersbehaveindependently,ignoringtheongoing
transmissions.(Thebusy-tonemultiple-access(BTMA)was
agree with the exact resultin [7]. Also, through (approximate)
analysis of the durationsof alternating channel states (idle and
then proposed to save the day.)
This paper focuses on the performance analysis of hiddentransmitting), we obtain an approximation to the mean and
variance of the packet interdeparture time. These are used to
determine the coefficientsin the diffusion process approximaPaper approved by the Editor for Computer Network Performance of the
tion to users’ packet queue length distribution in [ l 11.
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Abstract-The processes consisting of the packet interdeparture times
for contention-type packet broadcasting systems in a hidden-user, singlehop environmentarestudiedundertheheavy-traffic
assumption.The
channel access protocols considered include pure ALOHA and unslotted
nonpersistent carrier-sense-multiple-access (CSMA). The theory of superposition of independent renewal processes is applied to approximate the
distribution of the duration of each unsuccessful transmission period in
channel state. Ouranalysisresults for thechannelthroughputandthe
coefficient of variation for the packet interdeparture time in symmetric
configurations are shown to be in good agreement with simulation results
over a wide range of offered channel traffic.
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some example systems is
discussedinSection
VI. We also
discuss the rationale of our assumptionsand give directions to
possible refinement of the present formulation. Our presentation in this paper is restricted to unslotted systems consisting
of statistically identical users. See [lo] for a similar treatment
of slotted CSMA systems and cases of nonidentical users.
Throughout the paper, the packet length is assumed to be
constant, and its transmission time is chosen as the unit of
time.Then,
in typical
ground-based
systems,the
signal
propagationdelay,denoted
by a, is small (e.g., a = 0.01
normalized time units). Intheanalysis
of pureALOHA
(Section IV) we assume that a = 0. We consider the case a 2
0 forCSMAsystems
(Section V) withvarious degrees of
hiddenness.The
completelyhidden
case reduces topure
ALOHA with a 2 0.
11. ANALYSIS
OF OUTPUT PROCESSES
As shown in [12], in contention-type systems withheavy
traffic, a packetinterdeparturetime
X consists of K - 1
cycles of alternating channel idle periods{ I ( @ }and unsuccess{Fck)}( k = 1, 2, . . ., K - 1)
fultransmissionperiods
terminated by the last cycle of I ( K )and a successful transmission period T
K- I

X=

[I('')+ F(")]+

+ T.

Fig. 1.

Interevent time in the superposition process.

that in thesuperpositionprocess,the
interevent timesare
generally neither independent nor identically distributed. (The
correlation among such successive intervals was
studied by
Lawrance [8] andIto [5].) However, we use here only the
steady-state distribution of a single interevent time, denotedby
Y , following an arbitrarily chosen event.
Conditioned onpickinganeventfromsource
i, the
following interevent time Y ( i )can be expressed as

(1)

k= I

In particular, for memoryless protocols { I ( k
+)P ) ; k = 1 , 2 ,
. * , K - 1} and
+ T } are mutuallyindependent and
also each of them is independentof K . Thus, we can express
the mean and variance of X as

.

X = ( R - 1)(1+E)+I+ T

8

where
stands for the residual life in source j whose pdf is
given by [ 1 - F(x)]/ Y. Thus, the distributionof P i s given by
[21
Prob [

P>x] = [1 - F ( x ) ]

(2)

Var [X]
= R Var [ I ]+(K- 1) Var [ F ]
As an example, assume that

+Var [TI+(I+E)2Var [ K ] (3)
where Z and F represent each of {Zck)} and { F c k )identically
}
distributed, respectively, and we have assumed the independence of I ( kFCk),
) , and T for each k. For contention-type,
memoryless protocols, K is geometrically distributed as

y= l ,
Prob [ K = k ] = ( l - y ) k - lk

Y=1

+-1

- 1
1-7
K = - ; Var [ K ] = Y
Y2
where y is the probability that a transmission is successful
once it has been started by breaking the channel idle period.
The throughput S andthecoefficient
of variation Cz of
packet interdeparture times for the wholesystem are given by

(8)

g

2,

which is an exponential distribution shifted by 1. This example_
will be used later in the distribution of the random variable Y
when P
1 (we denote this random variable by f ).

<

Prob

[f < x] P

Prob

[ P < x (P <

1]=

1 - Prob [ P>x]

1 - Prob [ P> 11
(9)

or
Prob [f>x] =
For fully-connected CSMA systems and aninfinite populationofpureALOHAusers,wehave
found the exact
expressions for the distribution of X as well as for the mean
X in [12]. For systems involvingafinite
andvarianceof
number of hidden users, however, it seems very
difficult to
find the distributionof F for the reasonsmentioned in Section
I. Therefore, we introduce several approximations based on
the analysis of superposed renewal processes.
111. SUPERPOSITION OF

INDEPENDENT

RENEWAL
PROCESSES

We assume that there aare
finite numberM of event sources
(indexed 1 through M ) , at each of which events occur from
time to time independently of the others. Let the interevent
times at source i be independent and identically distributed as
represented by Y with mean Y and distribution function F ( x ) ,
x 2 0 (identical for i = 1, 2, . M ) . Fig. 1 illustratesa
combination of these events intoa superposition process. Note
0

,

[l +g(l -x)]M-'- 1
(1 +g)M-l- 1

from which we can calculate

Var

[f]=

1
[(1

+ g)M-

1-

112

o < x < 1

(10)
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We note that the limiting, forms of the expressions in (IO) and
(1 1) for M -+ 03 with G fixed at G = gM give

1 - e-Gx
Prob

1
f=--G
-

[f 6 x]=-

1 -e-G

O < x < l

6 4 Prob

e-G
1
e; Var I f ] = - l-e-c
G 2 (1 -e-G)2

(12)

which can also be obtained by considering acollective Poisson
stream with rate G [ 121.
IV. OUTPUT
PROCESSES
OF PUREALOHA SYSTEMS
We first consider output processes with pure (or unslotted)
ALOHA for a finite number M of users. We assume that the
propagation delay a = 0. (The case of nonzero a is given as a
special case of the system analyzed
in Section V.) Whether
hidden or not, each user of pure ALOHA behaves independently of all others. So, let eachuser alternate betweenthe
transmitting state of duration 1 and the idle state of duration
exponentiallydistributed with mean l/g. Thus, if we focus
attention on the instants of starting transmission at each user,
the intervalsbetweenthoseinstants
are independentand
identically distributed as given by the distribution function in
(8). The intervalbetween twoarbitrarily chosensuccessive
starts of transmissions in the whole system is distributed as
given by (7).
Now, let us give y and the distributions of I , F, and T for
idle period is
pure ALOHA. First. obviouslythechannel
exponentially distributed with aggregate parameter g M :

A successfultransmission
is obtainedwhen a packetwhich
breaks the channel idle period is not overlapped by any other
transmission during its entire transmission period of length 1.
Thus,

y = e-(M- I)g.

(14)

The duration of a successful transmission period

is constant:

T= 1.

(15)

The results in (13)-( 15) are exact. It remains for us to find
the distribution of F. Note that F consists of an indefinite
number of successivetransmissionssuch
that theintervals
between their successive starttimes are all less than 1. Such an
interval when arbitrarily chosen is distributed as in ( 9 ) . A
difficulty arises in finding the distribution of F ; the successive
intervals between transmission start times are neither independent nor identically distributed. However, let us introduce an
approximation that they are independent
and
identically
distributed as is given by (9). Thus. defining f ( n ) as the nth
suchinterval in an interval F, we have
.
L

f(")+1.

F=
n= 1

The number of transmissionscontained
in an unsuccessful
transmission period, denoted by L , is geometrically distrjbuted (by approximation) as
Prob [ L = n ]

(1 -&)"-I6

n = l , 2,

[P 2

We are now in a position to calculate F a n d Var IF] by use
of the*formula for the sum of independent random variables.
From '( 16), they are expressed as

F=Lf+l;

Var [ F ] = L Var [ f ] + f *Var [ L ]

(19)

where f is thegeneric
representation of the identically
distributedf(")'s, and its distribution is given by ( I O ) . Also L
and Var [LI are given by ( 1 7) and ( I 8). Thus. we get

F=

Var [ F ] =

(1 +g)M- 1 -gM(1 + g ) - ' " - "
gM[1-(1 + g ) - " - " ]

(20)

2(1 +g)M-'[(l + g ) M + ' - I ]
g"(M+
1)[(1 + g ) M - ' - 11
+ g ) M - 1]2[(1 +g)M-I-2]
+ ( 1 +g)"-I[(l
g'M2[(1 + g ) M - ' 112

+
-

(1 +g)M-'

[(I + g ) M - ' -

112

[2(1

2[(1 +g)*'- 1][(1 + g ) " - ' gM

1'-

I] .

(21)

. * *

The difference between (20) and (22) only exists between the
terms ( I + g) - ( " - I ) and e - g ( * ' - ' ) which are close when M is
large with G fixed at G = g M and are identical in the lirpit
M -+ 03.
Thus. we have expressed all variables needed to evaluate (5)
in terms of g and M . The numerical results in some example
configurations are provided later along with those for unslotted CSMA (see Fig. 2).

v. OUTPUT PROCESSES OF UNSLOTTED CsMA SYSTEMS
We now proceed to study the packet interdeparture times for
a population of unslotted nonpersistent CSMA users in a
hidden-user environment with a fixed propagation delay a 2
0. We assume a symmetric hidden-user configuration which
consists of M identical users, each of whom can
hear
transmissions from m users (including himself). So, the case
m = 1 corresponds to a pure ALOHA System while the case
m = M is equivalent to a population of fully-connected
CSMA users.
Given the rate of starting transmission g by each user, the
distribution of a channel idle period [ i s given in ( 1 3). The
probability that a user who initiates a transmission period gets
a success is then given by

Y=yI

. Yz

*

g(M-m)];
yz=exp ! - a

an arbitrary interval between

(23)

where
yl=exp [-(1+a)

where 6 is the probability that

(18)

1]=(1 +g)-(M-l).

It is interesting to examinethe validity of our approximation
just introduced by comparing F given in (20) and the exact
expression for F (obtained in the Appendix):

y 2 0

Prob [ I Q y ] = 1 -e-""g-"

two successive transmission start times is n o shorter than the
packet transmission time 1 . In the context of a superposition
process, it is given by

Itshouldbe

clear that y~ accountsforthe

.dm-

1)l.

(24)

probability that
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M = 20 :
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Fig. 2. (a) Throughput (S) and (b) coefficient of variation of the packet
interdeparture time (C2) in unslotted CSMA (zero propagation delay) for
symmetric hidden-user configurations.

users hidden from a user who initiates the transmission period we have
do notatart transmission during time 1
a, and that y2 is the
probabilitythatthoseuserswhocanheartheleadingtransmission do not start transmission during timea. The duration of a
successful transmission period is constant:

+

T = 1+a.

(25)

F(')

withprobability

YlU

- Y2) YI - Y
--

1-y

F(2)

with
probability

1-7

1-Yl
1-Y

In ordertodealwiththedurationofanunsuccessful
and so
transmission period F, we distinguish two kindsof unsuccess1-71
E=--- - E [FU)]+ -E[F(*)]
fultransmissionperiods;thefirstkind(whosedurationis
1-7
1 -Y
denoted by F ( ' ) jis one such thatno transmissions by the users
user are involved in the transmission
hidden from the initiating
var [PI =-7 1 - Y E [ { ~ ( 1 ) } 2 1 + -1-71 E[{ F(')}2] - F2. (27)
period,andthesecondkind(whosedurationisdenoted
by
F @ ) is
) containing
one transmissions
from
hidden
users.
Thus,
1-Y
1 -Y

'

'
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Now the exact distribution of F ( ' )is given in [ 121, since this
corresponds to the duration of an unsuccessful transmission
period in a fully-connected environment withm users. That is,
if Y is the transmission start timeof the last colliding packetin
an unsuccessful transmission period, we have

F ( ' ) =1 + a + Y
Prob [ Y

< y] =

where
L

and

(1 - e - g y + e - g @ ) m - l

-yz
O < y < a

1-72

Prob [ f ( " ) > x=
]

[l +g'(l+ a - x ) ] M - I - 1
[l +g'(l+ a ) ] V - 1

(28)
and so

'.

0

< x < 1+a.

(33)

From(31)-(33),wehavethefollowingexpressionsforthe
mean
and varianceof F(').
!

E [ ( F " ) ) k ] = ( l + a +Y ) k

E [ F @ )=]

g y - 1 - ( I -ta)g%fg;"-"
g"[1
Ig;'M-l)]
I

M-l

k = 1, 2. (29)
Itremainsfor
us tofindthedistribution
of F(2) by
approximation. Note that F(2)consists of a random number of
consecutivetransmissionssuchthatthedurationofeach
interval between two successive starts of transmission is less
than 1
a . Therefore, we have the same intractability as in
theanalysisofpureALOHAwhichhasforced
us to the
approximation in (16)-(18).Inaddition,sinceeach
CSMA
user does not behave independently once any transmission has
started (he stops transmission jnitiations when he hears other
transmissions),theindependenceofsourceprocesses
in a
superposition on which our approximation in pure ALOHA
wasbased is nolongerapplicable.Nevertheless,wehere
introduce another assumption for approximation, saying that
the intervals between two syccessive transmission start times
at eachuserareindependent,and
identicallydistributed as
given by ( 8 ) but with properly reduced transmission rates g' .
Weproposethatthereduiedrates
g ' bedeterminedas
follows:
and

+ gy-"(gy-

ly(gy-I -2)
(g'M)?(gY-' - 1)*

+

+ (1 +a)zgy-'

[2g;-I--

(g7-1- 1)2
(34)
where

gl 2 (l+a)g'.l.

(35)

Thus,wecancalculate
F andVar [ F ] by(27).Allother
quantities needed to eva@ate"(5) have also been given.
In the special case4 = 0, we have tht? distribution of Igiven
by (13),
I

.

=e - ( M - m ) g

g' =g

Prob [a userdoesnotheartheongoing
transmission(s) lat least one other
user is transmitting]

= g . (1

M+1

2gl ,@I
- 1)
Var [F!')] =
(g')ZM(M+ l)(gY-l- 1)

g'=g

(

*

(1 +g)-W-l)- (1 +g)-!M-l)
l-(l.+g)-(M-!)

(36)

Thus, F and Var [F]are simply' evaluated via (20) and (2 I),
respectively,with g. reelaced by g ' . In'thecase of fullyconnected users (rn = M ) , we have g ' ' = 0 so that F = Var
[F] = 0 and y = 1 (eviry transmission is spccessful). Then
(G
gM)
wehaveexplicitly

+
:
+
+
y
:
+
y

(30)
1- ( 1

+:l'g-l)M-'

+ +

where the factor g-l/(l
a
g-I) is the probability that a
(37)
user is not transmitting under the assumption
that he (independently of others) alternates between the transmission of length which is an exact result for the nonpersistent CSMA with no
1 + a and the exponentially distributed idle time (with mean
hidden users in the limit of zero propagation delay [7]. Note
l / g ) . Note that if a user is completely hidden from all other that the formulation in [14] (which applies the technique
of
g' = g. Ontheother
users (rn = l ) , then(30)dulygives
t 'reduced rate" to both successful and unsuccessful transrnishand, if he can be heard by all others (m =. M ) , then (30)
sions without distinguishing the two cases) fails tp reach (37)
yields g' = 0 which is fineagain. Betweenthese extreme when M -+ 03 with m = M .
cases,(30)gives
g' between 0 and g dependingonthe
is heard, the closerg ' is
connectivity m of a user. The more he
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
to 0.
In this section, after describing the simulation model, we
From theabove-mentionedtwofoldappfoximations,we
may write down the expressions to calculate the distribution ofcompare the simulation results with those calculated by using
our approximation. Then some of our basic? assumptions for
F(2) similartothetreatment
in SectionIVbut
witha
the
approximation. are discussed with regard
to' their rationale.
modification due to the nonzero value of a.
At the same time,. suggestions on
the refinement of the present
model are made.
L
In the simulation program, the nonpersistent CSMA protoF(*)= f'"' 1 a
(3 1)
col is implemented as follows: when a user finds any ongoing
n= I
'

+ +
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TABLE I
COMPARISON
OF SIMULATION
AND APPROXIMATIONRESULTS FOR THE
THROUGHPUT. s1 = LOWER
BOUND,
s2 = UPPER BOUND OF 95
PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVALS. s = APPROXIMATION. (a) M = 20,
m = 1, a = 0.5. ( b ) M = 20, rn = 10, a = 0. ( c ) M = 20, m = 19,
a = 0.5.
G

. 1000
. 1334
. 1778
.2371
.3162
,4217
,5623

S1

s2

.07443
.E958
. 1048
. 1187
. 1257
. 1228
. 1098
,08563

,9136
. 1066
. 1209
1274
. 1249
. 1114
.08780
,7499

.

S
,07468
,9036
.lo59
. 1188
. 1260
.1239
. 1102
,08584

,07583

(a)
s2

. 08732
. 1106
,1387
. 1685

,1000

,1334
,1778
,2371
,3162
. 4217
,5623
,7499
1.000
1.334
1.778
2.371
3.162
4. 217

s1
,08161
. 1031
. 1271
. 1520
,1784
,2026
,2203
.2271
,2238
.2023
. 1710
. 1307
,08931
,05176

,08628
. 1096
. 1372
. 1683

,2028

,2011

.2350
,2595
.2737
,2713
,2478

.2325
,2578
,2710
,2669
,2432

,2026
. 1494
,9543
,05031

G

s

.2025

. 1525

. 1030
.06156

52

s

,08285
.lo50

.08239
. 1034
. 1273
. 1534
.1797
.2035

. 1294
. 1548
. 1814

,2056
,2244
.2307
,2274
,2079
. 1740
. 1330
. 09117
. 05308

.2212

.2289
,2236
.2039
. 1714
. 1306
,08812
,05110

transmission atthetime
of hisscheduled transmission,he
defers(reschedules)
histransmission
by an exponentially
distributed time after the endof the current transmission (i.e.,
1 + a after the startof transmission). Given a set of parameter
values ( a , M , m , and G = g M ) , we collected 2000
interdeparturetimesandcomputedfrom
them the sample
mean andsamplevarianceforthethroughput
values S . In
Table I, we show the 95 percent confidence
intervals for S
using 20 such samples, alongwith the values calculated by our
approximate method for three setsof parameters a, M , and m .
In all cases,ourapproximation
yieldsthroughputvalues
within or very close to the 95 percent confidence intervals.
Inordertoexaminemorecases,weshow
in Figs. 2-4
simulation results forS and C 2using only single sampleseach
consisting of 2000 successful transmissions. Fig. 2(a) and (b)
forthesymmetrichidden-userconfigurations
in unslotted
CSMAsystems of M = 20users, with zero propagation
delay, manifests excellent agreementbetween our approximation and simulation results over almost thewhole range of the
offered channel traffic value G in each case of hiddenness.
Although agreement for small G is not surprising because we
do not have many collisions there anyway, the agreement for
large G is noteworthy.(The
treatment in [14] claims its
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applicability only for relatively small G.) Fig. 3(a) and (b) is
for the symmetric hidden-user configurations in CSMA with
nonzero propagation delays a. The agreement (overthe whole
range of C) is again excellent for any reasonable value of a.
Fig. 4(a) and (b) demonstrates agreement in various combinations of m and a with a fixedvalue of G = 1.778. (This
particular value of C was chosen as it differentiates displayed
cases well. We get similar agreement for other values of G.)
From these comparisons, we may claim the universality of our
approximation method in a wide range of system parameters
m , a, and G.
Now, let us examine some of our assumptions which have
been introduced to makethe analysistractable. In (16) and
(31), we have assumed that eachf'"), the interval between two
successive transmission start times such that it is shorter than
the packet transmissiontime. is independentandidentically
distributed, while in reality they are not. We have, however. a
theoreticalrationale
for thisassumption
fora
largeuser
population: i.e., the fact that a large number of merged point
processestends to be a Poisson stream with aggregate rate
(Palm-Khintchine theorem; see, e.g.. [3]). The apparent good
agreement of our results with simulation
for as many as 20
users endorses this assertion. In our secondassumption. to
account for the carrier-sensing effects, we have reduced the
transmission
rates
and
used them as
parameters
in the
exponential distributionsfor
transmissionrescheduling.
In
reality, however, since we reschedule transmission at indefinite times until we sense the channel idle. the interval between
the actual transmissions is likely to be distributed as a random
number of exponentiallydistributed
times rather than as a
single exponential distribution with reduced rate.
The dependence of f ( " ) ' s on each other may be taken into
consideration partially as follows. For example. in the case of
unslotted CSMA (including pure ALOHA) with zero propagation delay, we know exactly the distribution o f f ( ' ) :
Prob

[f'" < X I =

1- e - ( M - m ) g x
-e-(M-m)g

0 6x

< 1.

(38)

We may also usethe(exact)
joint distribution of a few
successive interevent times given in [5] and[8].Thus,for
those values of offeredtrafficsuch
that an unsuccessful
transmissioninvolvesonly
a fewtransmissions.thisrefinement is expected to improve the present formulation results. It
is also noted in this connection that Ito [4] has derived the
interevent time distributionconditioned
on the initial and
terminal event sources in the superposed renewal processes.
Thus,
some
improvement
based on these
ideas
can be
expected.
VII. CONCLUSION
Wehave given an approximateanalysisfor
thepacket
departure processes in a hidden-user environment of singlehop packet broadcasting systems. The channel access protocols considered include pure ALOHA and unslotted carriersense-multiple-access (CSMA).
Exact stochastic analysis has been given for the durations of
a channel idle period, a successful transmission period, and an
of those
unsuccessfultransmissionperiodconsistingonly
packets from the users who can hear the initiating transmission. An approximateanalysishas
been developed for the
duration of an unsuccessfultransmissionperiodinvolving
hidden users'packets.Ourapproximation
is based on the
processes,
theory of superposition of independentrenewal
together with a proper reduction of transmission start rates to
take care of carrier-sense effects.
The channel throughput and the coefficient of variation of
the packet interdeparturetime
calculated by use of our
approximation have been compared with the simulation results
in symmetric hearing configurations for variety
a
of degrees of
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Fig. 3. (a) Throughput ( S ) and (b) coefficient of variation of the packet
interdeparture time (C') in unslotted CSMA (nonzero propagation delay)
for a symmetric hidden-user configuration (A4 = 20, rn = 19).

hiddenness. Theagreementbetween
them is excellent for
almost the wholerange of offered channeltraffic
and all
of propagation delay.Lastly,
we have
reasonablevalues
discussed some rationale for our assumptions and suggested
possible refinement.
The first two moments
of packet interdeparture time are
coefficientsin the diffusion
usedin [ I l l todeterminethe
process approximation to the queue length distribution at the
users.

duration l/g, the probability Po that the channel is idle at
random time is given by

Now, due to the renewal property of channel state, Po must
equal the ratioof the average durationof channel idle period f
totheaveragecycletime
B
f, where B is theaverage
duration of the common channel busy period:

+

APPENDIX
DERIVATION
OF (22)
We will derive the expression forF in (22), the exact mean
durationofan
unsuccessfultransmissionperiod
in pure
ALOHAsystems.Sinceeachuseralternates
between the
1 andtheidlestate
of mean
transmittingstateofduration

where f is given in (13). Since the duration of a channel busy
successful
period is 1 with probability y = e - g ( M - l )(a
transmission period),and is F withprobability 1 - y (an
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Fig. 4. (a) Throughput ( S ) and (b) coefficient of variation of the packet
interdeparture time (e2)in unslotted CSMA forsymmetric hidden-user
configurations with various a and m.

unsuccessful transmission period), we have a relationship:
B=e-g(M-l)

1 + [1 - e - g ( M - 1 ) 1

p.

64.3)

Equations (A.1)-(A.3)and (13)yield ( 2 2 ) .
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